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ABSTRACT

Objective To explore how Brazilian-born immigrant mothers living in the USA obtain information about physical activity (PA) and screen time (ST) behaviours for their preschool-aged children.

Research design Focus group discussions (FGDs) were used to gain an in-depth understanding of research topics. All FGDs were audio-recorded and professionally transcribed verbatim. The Portuguese transcripts were analysed using thematic analysis, an iterative process of coding the data in phases to create meaningful patterns.

Setting Thirty-seven Brazilian-born immigrant mothers of preschool-age children.

Results Analyses revealed that the mothers participating in this study did not initially actively seek out information about PA and ST for their preschool-age children, but that they received unsolicited information about these behaviours from multiple sources including their child’s paediatrician, Women, Infant and Children (WIC) programme staff, members of their social network of Brazilian friends and the Brazilian media. Mothers reported that this unsolicited information increased their knowledge about the importance of making sure their children were physically active and not participating in excessive ST. This increased awareness led mothers to actively seek information about PA and ST behaviours via the internet and through interpersonal communication with fellow Brazilian friends and family.

Conclusions Given the value Brazilian immigrant mothers placed on the advice of their paediatricians and WIC staff, interventions should consider involving these healthcare professionals, possibly through including endorsement (eg, prescription for PA and maximum ST). More research is needed to ensure Brazilian immigrant mothers’ health and media literacy including their ability to navigate the online environment and to discern the accuracy and quality of information from various web sites.

INTRODUCTION

One in five children in the USA is a member of an immigrant family which is defined as a family with at least one immigrant parent.1 A large proportion of these children are part of immigrant families originally from Latin America (55% of all first-generation and second-generation immigrants in the USA were of Hispanic origin in 2014), making Latinos the largest and fastest growing immigrant group in the USA.1

Brazilians are a rapidly increasing Latino immigrant US population subgroup, yet little research has focused on health-related behaviours that may affect Brazilian immigrant children’s health.23 Although Brazilians...
share many cultural characteristics of other Latin American population groups, they represent many different ethnic backgrounds, including Africans, Europeans and native Brazilians. Portuguese is the official language of Brazil, and it is an important cultural difference between Brazilians and other Latin American population groups that primarily speak Spanish. According to the 2006–2010 American Community Survey of the approximately 400,000 Brazilian immigrants living in the USA, nearly half live in the Northeastern states, mostly in Massachusetts (MA; about 19%), New York and New Jersey. A recent study conducted in the Greater Boston area of MA found that 48.2% of Brazilian immigrant children (aged 3–12 years) were overweight or obese.

Promoting physical activity (PA) is a key component of preventing and reducing childhood obesity. Unfortunately, rates of PA among young children have declined over the past decades, and most children are not accruing sufficient daily PA. Excessive sedentary behaviour (eg, screen time) is a greater problem among racial/ethnic minority children in the USA, with greater prevalence of sedentary behaviours among Hispanic children than non-Hispanic white children.

In the USA, the National Association for Sport and Physical Education recommends that preschoolers engage in at least 60 min of structured PA and 60 min of unstructured, or spontaneous active play daily for a combined minimum of 120 min of PA daily. Similarly, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends that clinicians encourage parents to increase their children’s PA and decrease the time their children spend in sedentary activities (eg, screen time, time spent indoors, etc) in a manner compatible with the developmental level of a child. In addition, due to the increasing rates of ST among preschool-aged children, several countries including the USA have developed ST guidelines. For example, the recently updated AAP guidelines recommend that ST should not exceed 1 hour per day for children aged 2–5 years.

Mounting evidence points to the unique and central role parents play in helping their children develop early healthy PA and ST behaviours. One way parents influence their children’s PA and ST behaviours is through their parenting practices. Parents’ access to information about PA and ST behaviours that is accurate and that they easily understand is essential to their ability to promote healthy PA and ST behaviours for their children. Access to comprehensible information is especially important for minority low-income parents who may face additional barriers (eg, limited or lack of access to quality healthcare, language barriers, etc) to obtaining health-related information that they understand. While current research indicates that parents receive health-related information from a range of sources including books, magazines, the internet, family, friends and health professionals, no existing research, to our knowledge, has examined how Brazilian-born immigrant mothers’ living in the USA access information about PA and ST behaviours for their young children. This information is crucial for the design of culturally appropriate early childhood obesity prevention interventions tailored to this ethnic group. Therefore, the aim of this exploratory study was to investigate how Brazilian-born immigrant mothers living in the USA obtain information about PA and ST behaviours for their preschool-aged children.

METHODS
Design, setting and sample
This study was conducted in two cities in MA: Somerville and Everett. The present qualitative study was part of a larger ongoing mixed-methods research study (to date 113 unique families) with Brazilian families living in the Greater Boston, MA, examining parenting styles and parenting practices (eg, promoting healthy eating, PA and sleep, and limiting ST) related to the risk of childhood obesity.

Focus group discussions (FGDs) were used to gain an in-depth understanding of how Brazilian-born immigrant mothers living in the USA obtain information about PA and ST behaviours for their preschool-aged children. FGDs are valuable techniques for working in diverse cultural settings as they yield rich information as the synergistic effects of the group settings elicit ideas and discussion that may not arise in individual interviews.

Patient and public involvement
This study did not involve any patients. Public involvement in this study was limited to: (1) collaboration of community members on posting of flyers at local Brazilian businesses and community health services organisation and public announcements at masses and events at local and predominantly Brazilian churches in the Greater Boston area and (2) participation in FGDs.

Data collection
A convenience sample of mothers was recruited between March and August 2017 from two predominantly Brazilian churches, local Brazilian businesses and community-based social and health services organisations in the Greater Boston area, MA. Participants were recruited through flyers posted at local Brazilian businesses and community-based social and health services agencies, as well as through announcements and events at predominantly Brazilian churches. Interested participants called the phone number listed on the flyer or spoke to study staff at church events. Study staff assessed eligibility, and women were eligible to participate if they had at least one child aged 2–5 years, were of Brazilian ethnicity, born in Brazil and had been living in the USA for at least 12 months. In addition, participants were recruited using a
snowball technique, with women enrolled in the study asking their Brazilian friends with preschool-aged children if they would be interested in participating in the study.

Seven FGDs (range of 4–7 participants per FGD) with a total of 37 Brazilian immigrant mothers were held at the two local churches between April and August 2017. Of the 37 mothers, seven (approximately 19%) were recruited through the use of snowball sampling technique.

Before each FGD, the moderator explained in Portuguese the study’s purpose, FGD procedures and study confidentiality. A native Brazilian-Portuguese speaker (ACL) trained in qualitative research methods moderated all FGDs in Portuguese using a semistructured discussion guide that explored participants’; (1) information-seeking about PA and ST and (2) sources of information about PA and ST behaviours for their young children. The guide also explored mothers’ beliefs, attitudes and practices related to PA, ST, sleep and bedtime routines. Results from these topics are presented elsewhere.

The guide was piloted in an FGD with a small group of Brazilian immigrant mothers (n=4) and then refined (eg, rewording some questions and changing the order of some questions) prior to use. Data from the pilot FGD were not included in the present study.

Before each FGD started, participants were asked to think about their preschool-aged children when participating in the discussion. A trained, bilingual (Portuguese and English) research assistant (GDA) took notes during all FGDs, which were audio-recorded and lasted between 60 and 80 min. The moderator and research assistant met for about 15 min after each FGD to identify new and review recurring themes which were entered into a grid that was used to closely follow emerging themes and to determine when data saturation was reached.

Lastly, at the end of each FGD, participants completed a brief, self-administered questionnaire in Portuguese that assessed education, marital status, access to healthcare services including participation in government-sponsored health and nutrition programmes (eg, WIC, Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, etc), country of origin, length of time living in the USA and acculturation which was assessed via the Short Acculturation Scale for Hispanics (SASH), a 12-item measure scale validated for use in Latinos, including Mexican-Americans, Cuban-Americans, Puerto Ricans, Dominicans and Central and South Americans. The SASH assesses language use, media use and ethnic social relations, and items are measured on a scale of 1–5 (1=least acculturated, 5=fully acculturated), and an acculturation score was computed by averaging across the 12 items.

Analysis
A professional transcriptionist and native Brazilian speaker transcribed all audio-recordings verbatim. The Portuguese transcripts were analysed using thematic analysis, an iterative process of coding the data in phases to create meaningful patterns by two experienced qualitative researchers who are native Portuguese speakers (ACL, CAMA). Each researcher read several transcripts numerous times to become familiar with the content and generate initial codes. The researchers then manually coded transcripts independently, but met regularly to discuss coding and to identify and resolve disagreements in coding. The coded text describing similar ideas were grouped and sorted to identify emergent themes and subthemes. Finally, salient text passages were extracted and translated into English to be used as illustrative quotes for the emergent themes. Descriptive statistics and frequencies were calculated for data collected in the sociodemographic survey using Microsoft Excel 2008.

RESULTS
Seven FGDs were conducted before saturation was reached, with no new themes or subthemes emerging during the final group. Mothers’ (n=37) ages ranged from 26 to 41 (mean=35.3, SD=2.8). The majority of participants were married (92%; n=34), and approximately 89% had two children (n=33). Most (72%; n=21) had graduated from high school and owned their own housecleaning business (92%; n=34). Approximately half (51%; n=19) reported a family income of $40000 or less, which in the USA is considered low-income for a family of four, while the remainder reported an annual income between $40 000 and $60 000 which is considered to be a low-middle income. All mothers reported having access to healthcare services through government-sponsored insurance (MassHealth 89.2%, n=33) or private health insurance through work (10.8%, n=4). In addition, mothers reported that they regularly took their children for healthcare visits (eg, well and sick visits) and public health and nutrition services (eg, WIC).

Participants were originally from three main regions of Brazil (eg, the Southeast (eg, Espirito Santo, Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais), the South (eg, Santa Catarina), the Midwest (eg, Goias and Mato Grosso)), with the majority (64.7%; n=22) being from the state of Minas Gerais, in the Southeast region. In addition, the majority spoke Portuguese at home (92%, n=34), watched television (TV) programmes in Portuguese (95%) and reported that the majority of their friends were Brazilians (87%). Mothers had lived in the USA for an average of 6.7 (SD=2.84) years, and their mean acculturation score was 1.43 (SD=0.77), indicating that they identified more closely with Brazilian culture than with that of the USA.

Emergent themes identified in the analyses are presented below with representative quotes.

Theme 1: mothers report that they did not initially actively seek information about PA and ST for their preschool-aged children
Most mothers reported that initially they did not actively seek information about PA and ST for their preschool-age
children. Some mothers said they had not thought about finding information about PA. Other mothers, however, explained that they did not seek out this information as they felt it was not needed because either they were knowledgeable about PA or because their children were active. In fact, several mothers mentioned that young children are ‘naturally’ physically active and therefore, they did not think it was necessary to seek advice and/or information about PA for their young children.

…In my case, I have an older one [9 years old], so I never think of asking or looking for information about PA for the little one… Mother #16, two children (9 and 4 years old)

… I don’t think that there is a need to worry about young children being physically active. They [young children] are always moving and busy … Mother #3, two children (8 and 3 years old)

Although several mothers felt that their preschool-age children had too much ST (eg, TV watching and use of electronics), they did not think to seek out information about ST. Mothers explained that they did not seek out information because although they recognised a lot of ST could be problematic, most felt ST was an acceptable part of children’s daily lives, even young children.

… In reality, we all know that it’s not good for the kids to be on the iPad all the time… Mother #9, three children (10, 7 and 3 years old)

…Nowadays it is normal for little kids, even babies to be ‘on screen’ and have electronic toys to watch cartoons… even babies, as soon as they can hold, they have an iPhone or an iPad on their hands… that’s how kids are growing these days… and it’s not only in the United States, it’s everywhere. In Brazil it’s the same… it’s a problem, but it’s how it is nowadays. Mother #22, two children (6 and 4 years old)

Theme 2: mothers receive unsolicited information about PA and ST from multiple sources

Analyses revealed that mothers receive unsolicited information about PA and ST behaviours from three main sources: (1) healthcare professionals (paediatricians and WIC staff), (2) interpersonal communication with their social network of Brazilian friends and family members and (3) Brazilian media. In addition, public health education campaigns and community-based programmes and health-related research were identified as sources of information. As discussed below, many mothers spoke of these information sources prompting them to seek additional information about PA and ST.

Healthcare professionals (paediatricians and WIC staff)

More than half of the mothers reported that their child’s paediatrician was an important source of unsolicited information about PA and ST behaviours. Mothers said that they did not initially seek out information about these behaviours from their paediatrician, but almost all reported that their paediatrician inquired about their child’s PA and ST behaviours, and shared information on current recommendations during well-child appointments.

When my son was about 2–3 years old, I recall his paediatrician asking some questions about his screen-time habits… like did he have a TV in his [son] bedroom? How much TV he watched? Mother #28, one child (4 years old)

I remember one time I took my daughter to a doctor’s appointment and she had several scratches and bruises in her legs and the doctor was looking… I felt nervous and started explaining that she’s always running around non-stop and she [doctor] said that’s a good sign that she’s active and then she said it was important for children to be physically active and at the end of the visit gave me some printed information… Mother #36, three children (7, 5 and 3 years old)

For many mothers, the information from their children’s doctor served as a catalyst for them to seek out additional information from their social networks of friends and family.

Until her [daughter’s] doctor mentioned about too much TV and use of electronics being a problem and interfering with sleep I did not think to look for information, but after he [doctor] mentions it I started talking to my friends who also have children and that’s how I started learning… Mother #5, one child (5 years old)

… in a doctor’s visit my son’s paediatrician asked me about how much TV and other electronics he typically watched … that got me thinking that perhaps my son was watching too much TV and videos. So, I started thinking about it more and talking with others [friends] and looking for information … he was indeed spending a lot of time watching videos and playing games… Mother #19, two children (7 and 4 years old)

Nearly all mothers reported valuing the information they received from their paediatricians. Moreover, some mothers spoke of using repeated well-child visits as opportunities to clarify or validate PA and ST information obtained from other sources (eg, friend and the internet).

In my case, I like to ask her doctor because you hear and read about all sorts of health information everywhere. Sometimes it’s hard to know what’s [information] good and what’s not, right? So, when I take her to her medical consultation I ask her doctor because he is the expert… I feel confident on what he says. He’s really good. Mother #7, one child (4 years old)

In addition, some mothers also mentioned that programme staff at the WIC was a valued source of information about PA and ST recommendations for their
preschool-age children. As with their child’s paediatrician, mothers mentioned that they did not seek out this information from WIC staff rather this information, especially information about ST (e.g., TV viewing) was given during routine visits.

Every time I take my daughter for her WIC visit, the nurse [WIC staff] asks about her foods and what she eats… she also always asks questions about the TV. It’s not really about physical activity, it’s more how much TV she watches … she talks a lot that kids should not watch a lot of TV and have TV in the bedroom. Every time I go there [WIC program], she asks and talks about that… Mother #9, two children (7 and 4 years old)

Every time I take my daughter to her WIC appointment the WIC nurse [WIC staff] asks about her eating, TV watching and if she spends too many hours watching TV or videos … Mother #33, three children (11, 8 and 3 years old)

Interpersonal communication with social network members

Several mothers mentioned that their conversations with fellow Brazilian immigrant mothers and their family members made them to take notice of their young child’s PA and ST behaviours and to seek out PA-related information, including information about existing PA programmes, classes and so on.

[child’s name] is my first child and I did not think much about his physical activity until a friend at church mentioned that she had enrolled her 3 year old son in a movement class at the YMCA. That got me curious and thinking about my son and led me to seek further information… Mother #17, one child (3 years old)

Mothers spoke of valuing information from their friends and family due to their similar cultural backgrounds, experiences, and shared beliefs and values. In addition, mothers valued the ease of communication due to speaking in their native language, Portuguese. Moreover, several mothers mentioned that their social networks provided a broad range of information about PA and ST, including information about managing ST and organised sports and classes for young children.

We [mothers] always talk among ourselves about our children’s health and health habits… we [mothers] all struggle with the kids using the iPads too much and playing games, watching videos, so we kind of inform each other of what we know… Mother #22, two children (6 and 4 years old)

My son is 5 years old and all he wants to do is to watch videos and play games on his iPad… So, I start talking with my friends who also have children his age, asking to see if they had some suggestions about managing their children’s use of electronics because I have to say that in my house it’s a struggle to get him [son] to want to do something else. Mother #31, two children (6 and 4 years old)

…a friend of mine told me that her son [4 years old] was doing an all ball sports class (soccer, basket ball) at the local YMCA. So I signed my son up. He loves it! He’s always asking me, ‘mom, do I have sports class today? Mother #12, one child (4 years old)

Mothers felt that being able to discuss information about PA and ST in their native language with other Brazilian mothers was particularly beneficial. Several mothers reported valuing the opinion of their friends who were mothers like them, and felt a sense of social support from their interactions with friends.

I don’t know, it’s just easier to talk in one’s own language. We understand each other and know exactly what everything means… even if you know some English, it’s not the same… Mother #54, three children (9, 7 and 3 years old)

It’s helpful to hear from other mothers like us, who are also trying to manage a work schedule, raising a family, and trying to make sure that the children are healthy…I am very thankful that I have friends…like, from Brazil, who understand the way we raise children. You know, it’s nice when you are from the same culture… It’s good to know that you are not alone… Mother #27, two children (7 and 5 years old)

Additionally, mothers reported that the information and advice from friends and family influenced their parenting practices including enrolling children in sports and limiting ST.

A friend of mine who has three children, one the same age as my son, mentioned that she had her two sons (6 and 3 years old) enrolled in karate lessons and that her sons loved it! She [friend] said it was really good for her sons, even the little one. So, I decided to enrol my son… and he loves it! Mother #6, one child (4 years old)

…in my house now I have a rule – no iPad at the table during meals! I was talking with my friend and she said that she set rules for her children because otherwise the kids are on their iPad all day long. I think that’s a great idea, and I now do the same. Mother #13, two children (8 and 4 years old)

Brazilian media

About half of the mothers mentioned learning about PA and ST behaviours from media outlets including Brazilian TV channels that aired Brazilian programmes. Several mothers viewed these media outlets as providing information that was easy to grasp due to its cultural and linguistic relevance.

I watched a program on Globo [Brazilian TV channel] about childhood obesity and it had lots of good information about children’s unhealthy habits… we live here in America and sometimes we think that
in Brazil things are the same way when we [parents] were kids, but things have changed… it’s the same as here in America…kids not being active, a lot of use of electronics … Mother #11, two children (6 and 4 years old)

Sometimes on Bem Estar [‘Well Being’- Brazilian TV show] they have interviews and talk about children’s health. So, I hear the information and then I talk with friends, other moms, you know, asking if they heard, if they know… we [mothers] talk about all sorts of things regarding our children amongst ourselves… and we are always learning from each other… Mother #34, two children (9 and 5 years old)

Public health campaigns
A few mothers mentioned obtaining information about PA and ST from public health campaigns on TV, radio, billboards and so on, and that these campaigns were informative, and increased their awareness and knowledge about the importance of these behaviours for young children which in turn led to their seeking additional information on these topics.

You hear about children’s health everywhere… they have a lot of information on programs… you even see it in billboards on the road. Here [USA] there is a big concern about childhood obesity. Everywhere you turn you find information about it… Mother #35, three children (12, 9 and 4 years old)

Community-based programmes and health-related research
A couple of mothers mentioned that community-based programmes and health-related research offered by faith-based organisations and at other Brazilian community events as being sporadic sources of information for families.

…it in community events sometimes we [mothers] hear about childhood obesity–nutrition, physical activity, and too much use of electronics by kids…a lot of the community health fairs have information on children’s health, and a lot about child obesity … Mother #22, two children (6 and 4 years old)

A couple of years ago they had a research study at our Church…I think it was called Viver Bem (Live Well)? They [research staff] came several times to talk to the mothers’ groups. They talked about obesity, and families with children. They ask a lot questions too and then if you wanted you could participate [research]… it was a lot related to preventing obesity in children and they talked about physical activity and electronics and TV too… Mother #4, four children (9, 7, 5 and 3 years old)

Theme 3: mothers use the internet to seek out information about PA and ST in their native language
The internet emerged as the main information source used by mothers to seek out information about PA and ST. Almost three-quarters of the mothers reported accessing the internet for the range of available information in their native language. Women accessed the internet via multiple platforms (computers, smartphones, tablets), with smartphones being used most often due to ease and convenience.

Whenever I have questions, I ask Dr. Google (laughs)! The best thing is Dr. Google speaks my language [Portuguese] (more laughs). My husband sometimes asks me how do I know something is right or not? I say, I don’t really know, so let’s ask Dr. Google! (laughs). Mother # 13, two children (8 and 4 years old)

Nonetheless, several mothers also mentioned feeling overwhelmed with abundance of information available via the internet, and that they were not always able to discern between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ information.

You start looking for information and there’s just so much out there that it’s easy to get lost… it’s hard to know what’s good information and what’s not…I like that one can find out about anything in the Internet, but when it’s health I think one needs to be more careful… Mother # 28, two children (7 and 3 years old)

As mentioned previously (see the Healthcare professionals (paediatricians and WIC staff) section), several mothers reported validating information that they obtained from the internet with their children’s paediatrician.

Whenever the doctor mentions something about screen time or physical activity during a health visit I take the opportunity to clarify any questions I might have. You know, there’s just so much information out there. I like to hear what is the doctor’s [paediatrician] opinion, so I ask… Mother #7, one child (4 years old)

DISCUSSION
Parents play a unique and central role in promoting their children’s early development of healthy PA and ST behaviours, and it is important to consider how parents access information related to these behaviours. Therefore, the current study explored how Brazilian immigrant mothers living in the USA obtain information about PA and ST behaviours for their preschool-age children. This information is needed due to the dearth of research on how low-income immigrant mothers obtain information about PA and ST behaviours for their young children.

Mothers in this study reported that they did not initially seek out information about PA and ST for their preschool-age children, but that they received unsolicited information from multiple sources (eg, healthcare professionals, social network of Brazilian friends and family, Brazilian media, etc) that prompted them to seek
out additional information about these behaviours. Most of the Brazilian immigrant mothers participating in this study did not perceive their preschool-aged children’s PA level as being problematic because they were active and healthy. However, almost all mothers spoke of excessive ST as being a concern for their preschool-aged children, but also voiced an acceptance of ST being part of their preschool-aged children’s lives.

Routine encounters with paediatricians and WIC staff were identified as important sources of unsolicited information about PA and ST behaviours for mothers in the current study. Similar to previous research, study findings suggest that routine well-child visits increased mothers’ awareness of the importance of early PA and ST behaviours for their children’s health and well-being, and this realization motivated mothers to seek out additional information from other sources. Study findings also showed that mothers valued information provided by their child’s paediatrician and WIC staff, and that many took advantage of routine health encounters with their child’s paediatrician to corroborate information obtained from other sources. This finding concurs with evidence documenting that healthcare professionals play a central role in guiding consumers to quality online health information. Given the value mothers placed on the unsolicited and solicited advice they receive from their paediatricians and WIC staff, interventions should consider involving these healthcare professionals possibly through including endorsement (eg, prescription for PA and maximum ST). In addition, paediatricians and WIC staff could ask mothers during routine visits about their use of the internet to obtain information and provide some anticipatory guidance on accurate information related to PA and ST behaviours of preschool-aged children.

Consistent with previous research with other ethnic minority groups including Latinos, we found that interpersonal communication between social network members composed of ethnically similar friends and family members was a key source for mothers’ obtaining information about PA and ST for their preschool-age children. Prior research shows that shared language, cultural beliefs and values are important factors influencing reliance on interpersonal communication with ethnically similar social networks of friends and family. Mothers reported that speaking with other Brazilian mothers in their native language was particularly important and that they valued the information and advice about PA and ST they received. This finding is important and suggests that interventions should consider messages that address the influence from ethnic-like social support networks of Brazilian immigrant mothers. Interventions also could be designed to include social network members. For example, participants could be asked to enroll in a programme with their best friend or mother.

Results of this study revealed that the internet is an important source of information for mothers seeking information about PA and ST behaviours for their preschool-aged children. This finding is in agreement with previous research with other ethnic immigrant populations. Nonetheless, study findings also indicate that several mothers felt overwhelmed with the abundance of available information and were not always able to discern the credibility of this information. In combination, these findings suggest the potential for further exploration of e-health interventions (email, text, etc) that also include a media literacy component to enable mothers to evaluate information sources to disseminate PA and ST information to Brazilian immigrant families with young children. Furthermore, although more research is needed, study findings suggest that increasing the availability of reliable and valid e-health information in Portuguese language could have a positive influence on increasing awareness and promoting healthy PA and ST behaviours among low-income, minority Brazilian children of immigrant families living in the USA. Future research should assess Brazilian immigrant mothers’ health-literacy levels and the mothers’ ability to navigate the online environment including discerning trustworthy information sources and evaluating the quality of web sites.

In this study, TV programmes in the mothers’ native language (Portuguese) emerged as an important source of information about PA and ST behaviours. Several mothers reported appreciating that these programmes offered culturally relevant information that aligned with their beliefs and values. This finding is supported by prior research with other ethnic minority. Interventions designed for immigrant Brazilian mothers living in the USA should take into account this potential source of information, and as much as possible assess the content of the most popular health-related programmes watched by Brazilian families to deliver information that is relevant and culturally attuned with Brazilian culture and values, mothers’ health and media-literacy levels, and that provides sound, state-of-the-art scientific information to this ethnic group.

Some mothers reported that public health campaigns provided information about PA and ST behaviours. Nevertheless, similar to previous studies, for some mothers, language barriers appeared to influence their preference for obtaining information from other sources such as the internet and Brazilian TV shows. Moreover, with the exception of advice received from healthcare professionals, mothers in this study reported a preference for accessing information about PA and ST in their native language, Portuguese. This finding is important and suggests that successful interventions will require attention to mothers’ language preference for delivery of information. These findings combined suggest that increased availability of campaigns in Portuguese and partnering with Brazilian ethnic media could be viable strategies to disseminate health information to Brazilian immigrant families living in the USA.

A couple of mothers also spoke of community-based programmes and health-related research as sources of...
information about PA and ST behaviours. This finding is noteworthy and emphasises the significance that community-based programmes and health-related research can play in raising awareness and educating minority community groups about relevant health-related topics, despite only a couple of mothers mentioned these sources.

The mothers participating in this study had low acculturation levels and identified more closely with Brazilian culture than with US culture. Previous research with other Latino population groups suggests that acculturation level is an important influence on health information-seeking behaviour and preferred sources of health information. More-acculturated individuals are more likely to seek health information and more likely to use electronic channels than less-acculturated individuals who are more likely to rely on social networks of friends for obtaining health information. Our finding regarding Brazilian immigrant mothers’ low acculturation levels, combined with results of previous research suggests that successful interventions targeting Brazilian immigrant parents will require consideration of the target population’s acculturation levels.

Finally, study findings suggest the importance of involving healthcare professionals (paediatricians and WIC staff) in interventions. Healthcare professionals could endorse healthy behaviours (eg, prescription of PA and limiting ST) as well as information delivered by e-health interventions which based on our findings would likely increase both legitimacy and acceptance of such interventions aimed at increasing awareness and educating Brazilian immigrant parents about PA and ST behaviours for their preschool-aged children.

LIMITATIONS AND STRENGTHS
Study results should be considered in light of study limitations. Findings are based on a non-random and purposeful sample of low-income, Brazilian-born immigrant mothers in two MA communities which limits generalisability. There is a possibility of selection bias as mothers with a heightened interest in or awareness of the importance of child health behaviours may have been more likely to participate in the study. Moreover, the use of snowball sampling to recruit participants might have resulted in the recruitment of study participants who share similar beliefs, attitudes and behaviours related to PA and ST. Thus, further research is needed to increase generalisability and to explore whether results apply to a broader group of Brazilian immigrants. In addition, this study did not objectively assess mothers’ PA and ST behaviours. This is a limitation given that evidence suggests that parents’ PA and ST behaviours influence their children’s behaviours. Finally, the present study included only mothers, and this is a limitation given the increasing evidence suggesting the importance of including both parents in child health promotion and obesity prevention research and interventions. Future research can address these limitations by exploring information-seeking behaviours and sources of information used by low-income, minority mothers and fathers from other communities across the USA, selecting a larger sample size and employing multiple data-collection methods, including both qualitative and quantitative methods, and objectively assessing parents’ and children’s PA and ST behaviours.

CONCLUSIONS
Evidence suggests that parents need to be aware of the importance of early healthy behaviours and have access to accurate information that they easily understand so that they can implement healthy practices and routines for their young children. Study results indicate that despite mothers’ reporting of widespread use of the internet to obtain information in their native language, routine healthcare visits with paediatricians emerged as an important source of information about PA and ST and mothers valued advice given by their child’s paediatricians. Furthermore, mothers viewed WIC programme staff as providing important information about PA and ST. Given the value Brazilian immigrant mothers placed on the advice of their paediatricians and WIC professionals, interventions should consider involving these healthcare professionals possibly through including endorsement (eg, prescription for PA and maximum ST). Furthermore, given this study finding of mothers’ reporting of widespread use of the internet to obtain information in their native language, culturally and linguistically suitable e-health interventions may be viable ways to provide accurate and easily understood information about PA and ST to Brazilian immigrant families with preschool-aged children living in the USA.

Finally, more research is needed to ensure Brazilian immigrant mothers’ health and media literacy including their ability to navigate the online environment and to discern the accuracy and quality of information from various websites.
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